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ANEW_QUAD
ELEC IRC)STATIC?:~~ LANE
IN JUNE 1979, at a meeting of the Audio Engineering
Society, British Section, Peter Walker of Acoustical
Manufacturing (QUAD) presented details of a new form of
prototype electrostatic loudspeaker. That his work was
considered to be of great importance was demonstrated by
the unusually large audjence.
The design is not yet ready for commercial release.
neverthel ess the lecture proved to be so interesting that a
full report is given here.
As far as possible an attempt has been made to quote his
speech ad verbatim since his explanation coi.itd not be
further simplified without loss of detail.

Famout face, famous pe$(Wl•lity.

P•t•r Wtllr.er of OUAD.

VERY loocJspeaker de•
signer has looked at

E

e1cctrostat1cs: what a

nicewavot d oing things. it only
it would wo rld When a moving.

coil speaker is made. you start

wi1h a lot of force on a speech
coil and 10 match that 10 the
load presented by the air. vou
need a large horn- and then it
can be very good 1ndoed. But
Dn electrostatic speaker. which
,s a very thin sheet of compara•
tivetv large area with a small
force on 11. ,s already matched
to the air load as if 1tworo at the
open end o f the horn. In 8floc1.
there is no matching problem.
Also. cones wh ich are rather
difficull to keep working over a
wide bandw i dth.
are
unnecessary.
Electrostatic
pnnciplos therefore. have their
appea·I. but also thei r
problems,
If an electrosta11c is made
large enough 10 be loud at low
frequencies. an octave higher
in the audio t,and 1t begins 10
become 10 0 d uec11ona1.
Efficiency problems arise
which have been solved by the
use of a sep.0,atc bass unit and
mid/high frequency vmt.
Other deVlces have been
thought ol. mcludmg acoustic
lenses. curved surfaces or
even long strips. but all of

these iake something away
from the basic simplicity of the
device. After all. a simple
electrostatic elemen1 is a very
predic1able lhing and we know
exaclly what it can or cannot

do.
When complications are
added, such as curved
surfaces. tenses and so on. it
also happens that the acoustic
results are also more difficult
to p redict. Tonight I hope to
showa betterwayot producing
an electrostatic speaker in
which very nearly 1he whole
performance is encoded in its
electrical drive currents.
The point of this 1s that ,f the
design can be accomplished
using elecuical terms to
predict acoustic performance.
then those same etecuical
parameters
can
be
manoeuvred. to g1Ve a bOost at
h igh frequencies. or to provide
delays, orto alter directivity.All
this can be done with the sure
knowledge that 1he acous1ic
performance will follow exactly
the. modifications 10 the
curtent,
Lei us stan with the vory
simple and popular concept of
a sound source as a pulsating
sphere. Perhaps it can be
imaginod as a large beachball.
the surface of which pulsates

1n and ovl over its whole
surface. Such a sound souroe
could be rogardod as tho
equivalent pf an omni-direc·
tional m icrophone.
Alternatively. the sphere
could be made tovibrateto and
fro along a single axis. the
wholo thing moving together.
The rosult of this would be a
directivity pattern in the form
of a doublet. or figure of eight.
11 ,s the speaker equrvalent o1 a
ribbon microphone. Following
that one could imagine a
sphere thal is both pulsating
and also v1bra1ing along one
axis. It the proportions of these
two motions were adjusted
correctly. the result would be a
speake, having a cardioid
directivity pattern. Of course. it
1s impossible to make any of
these things for the obvious
reasons that controlling the
whole surface of a sphere
accurately is beyond our
engineering capab ility. Even if
','Ou were able to drive the
whole sutface c0rh~Ctlv. the
internal interference patterns
would upset the results.
Th is ,s why. to control the .
directivJty of a speaker over a
wide band. Moving-coil
systems use three units. one
large in a large box. a smaller
one in a smaller enclosure and
a very small one on top. Of
course. the small unit can
come very close 10 perfectly
reproduce 1he model I have
described. but it is not
powerful enough to reproduce low frequencies well.
It is my opinion that we pay a
price for this complexity, 11 is
not easy to add 'multiple units
together to ob1ain a homogeneous sound. As an atternacive. what we can do is to
imagine the pulsating sphere.
Then it should be possible to
take a plane in space. 30cm or
so in front of the p ulsating
sphere and olot all the air
pressures and velocities
through that plane,
If then we could make the
p lane surface then move in the
same fashion to mimic the
measured results. vou would
·see". or rather hear. a per1ect
pic1ure of this sphere. You
cannot make the sohere. but it
1s possible to reproduce an
acoustic picture of it. This is
part of what we are trying todo.
A simple example wilt clarify
this point, If I take a circular
frame of abou1 90cm {3-fee11

diameter and over ,t stretch a
film of Melinex. 3.5 micro•
meter·s thick., it can be thought
of asa plane in the air, If I hold it
in front of my face and
continue to speak. you will
continue to hear me. The
important question was did
you hear a degrad ed sound
quality?
Of course. the answer 1s yes.
there were losses of about one
decibel at 14kHt. and to cure
lhis we could go on to ewperi•
ment with other p lastics to
determi ne which would
produce the best results. But
this 1s not really necessary
because the effects are quite
predictable. The effect of that
membrane between you and
me could have been predicted
over l 00 years ago by Lord
Rayleigh and all he had as test
instruments were cand le
flames: and elastic bands!
What is the point of this?
Obviously, when I first spoke
without the membrane. you
heari:I me - my actual voice.
When I moved the plastic sheet
over my face. you were
listening to a reproduction of
my voice! I say it was a reprod uction because the air
pressure variations at your
ears were due to the vib rations of the membrane.
•
Of course. I know the force
causing tho membrane to
move. came from the air
pressure variations p roduced
by my voice. Sul you were not
10 know that - what vou
actuaUy heard were the results
of 1he membrane vibr~ting and
sounding rather like Peter
Walker.
So you now see. that if we
could reproduce those forces
on that membrane by an
etecuical method and they
exactly mimic the effects of my
voice on the membrane. tt,en I
would SW1tch on the electrical
circu it. go away elsewhere and
you would hear Peter Walker.
How did the force distribute
.itself on the membrane?
Obvi ously. the pressure
reached the centre first and
then reaches larger diameters
on the plane progressively.
until the outer edge is reached.
It does this fairlyquickly. At low
frequencies. virtually the
whole membrane moves
together. but at higher frequencies we would see forced
wave motions spreading from
the centre. with an increasing
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nu mber of expanding circles

as 1he frequency mcreased.
In tac1. in addi1ion to the
forced vibra1ions. 1hare are
o ther mechanical vibrations
set up due to th e s1iffnets and
mass of 1he memb rane. These
t ravel 10 the o uter ed ge at a
much slower rate and have t o

be supprossod

This i dea was in tact
su9ges1ed over 50 years ago,
so why was i1 not used and
where does it go wrong? If this
was all w e did. 1he final
rep roduction would not be
Qu,te cor,ect. First. w ith a

since .thev
Mwileleafocllil

cou ld colo ur the sound repro-

I

duclion.
we have reached the first
and imponant stage and t hat is
to demons1tate thal a mem brane o f this type has quite

sma ll

and

p r ed ic table

degradation 10 a sound field .
Thus. rath er like an amplifier.
all that is necessary is to make
it good enough for its p urpose.
In an electros1a1ic speaker
it is po ssible 10 arrange ring•
sh aped elOClfOd OS on each

s,de of this membrane. at a
spacin g of abo ut 2 .5mm. rnat(.e
them conductive and perfo r•
ated to allow the air 10 move
freely and tinally 10 foe. them so
1hey remain rigid. If each of the
concentt,c rin gs are then
connected to each 01her by
inducto rs and resistors. so·1ria1
a signal applied to the centre
c ircle passes on to each
successive ring one at a time.
we may be able to o btain lh8
sort o f torco pattern we want.

\
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membrane o f about 9 0 cm 13·
feet) d iame ter. the output
wou ld f a ll by abo u t
3d8/ 0ctave below 300Hz.
This is because the s,ze ot the
memb rane is smaller than the
to1al wave front created by o u r
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,maginary pulsa11ng sound
source and so no1 so much tur
is being vibrated. At>ove about
300Hz. vndulat1ons of about
6d8 10 8dB would appear ,n
the
freq uency respo nse
because ol the d1scont1n u1ties
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obstruction to mak.ing a good
loudspeaker? To unders1and

that if c•Jrrent is pushed imo
the outer electrodes of the
elecuostatic element. pressure
will be p,oduced in the far field.
that will be independent of
freqcency.
This can be ca!~i..:!3ted 3.l~ily
by using the very siri'lple
formula

that we need to look at the

Sour.ci

E . f .

basic mms.ducfr:m metho<'. of
the speaker. see how it
operates as a microphone and

p~estt:~c

,j

caused by the fini1e size of 1he

membrane. The edge of the
membrane reflects energy
back in to the centre to
produce interference patterns.

So how can we eliminate
these problems - are thev an

because all the~e things are
reversible. calculate its
reciprocal

behaviour

as

a

speaker to see if a solution c8n
be found.

lookfog ~t the Fig. 1. the
outer dashed lines represent
the perforated metal
electrodes. the solid line represents a membrane that is so
light and so unrestrained that if
we put the device in anv sound

field. then the membrane w ill

move with the move merit of the
ai, particles of the sound field,
The,e are no baffles 01 boxes
surrounding it and at the
moment. we do not define the
total area.
The forces on the mem•
brane will be equal and
opposite because we have
applied a charge as shown.
Because the oute, electrodes
are G<iually charged with the
same pola,itv. there is no
voltage difference between
them. But what h appens if the
membrane 1s now phy$icalty
moved to the left? There is no
electrical connection to the
elements and therefore charge
cannot migrate. So from
school physics lessons. we
temomber that the voltage on
the left electrode reduces in
proportion to the distance
moved by the membrane and
conversely, the voltage on the
right electrode rises in a similar
proportion.
The force on the membrane
has not changed because the
gradient of the electrostatic
field remains the same, How•
ever. a voltage difference has
now appeared between the
outer electrodes and we know
that it follo-.vs a law o f proportionality with the distance
moved by the membrane.
We now only need one other
ingredient to see how the
device will work as a micro•
phone since we already have a
device that produces a VOitage
proportional 10 air-pat1ic1e
displacement. That is a point
sou,ce of sound having a
constant volume velocity will
produce in the far field. an air
displacement which is
independent of frequency.
Putting these two facts
together. we can now state that
a source producing a constant
Velocity of air motion will
produce a constant voltage on
the electrostatic element. By
reciprocity, we can also say

~

:me

Nm•2 (Newtons per square

metre>
This say~ that if you :,:.:t ::
polarising charge (D across
two plates separated by s
distance equal 10 2d (say
2000V/mm), and y0u teed
into the electrode a curtent o f
about 5mA (I). then at a
distance along the axis (rt o f
HY two mette.s and we accept
that c is a constant (the speed
of sound 1n a11). then you will
obtain a resulting air pressure
of a little over two Newtons per
square metre or just ove,
IOOdB of sound pressure,
You may look at this formula
and ask wha1 happened to the
frequency dependency? In fact
it is irrelevant. you will obtain
1OOdB of sound pressure at
•a ny frequency and also
regardles.s of the diaphragm
size, providing the current fed
to the electrodes is 5mA!
Of course. there are limita•
tions. because if you make the
elemen1 roo small. a SmA
current would break the
device. so it has to be made
large enough to accept the
current and we will also have 10
accept that the lower the
freQuencv. the greater will be
the voltage that appears for the
same SmA.
This can be simply summod
up in two basic stalements:
1, If a linear electtostatic
speaker is ccnstructed as an
acoustically
transparent
pfane ot uniform transduction with electrode currents
separately accessible over the
are.l of the plane. then the far
field axis response is simply
and directly related to the
vecto, sum of the electrode
currents.
2. The pressu,e 3t anv angle off
the axis can be derived by the
summation of the-currents for
each elemental area. w,thdue
regard to its doublet directivity function and its spatial
relationship.
Now pe,haps, you can see
what we are getting at. With
lhis device. if the current in
each of the ring electrodes is
measured and then added
together. it is possibletocalcu•
late exactly. the sound
pressure at any point. Of
course. some extra calcu!a•
lions are necessary to take into
account the directMty func•
tion. but 1his is not all that
difficult.
Taking a closer look at this

(F,g. 2.t), the speaker comprises a unit 1n which the O!Jter
electrodes are divided into six
annular rings of e<:iual area and
the el!ctrical signal is fed to
the ::ontre firs! and then on to
the o~her: >/:8 an i~::!~c:cnce
and resistance.
The circuit 1s actually a little
m:ro c:::m::,tex. bet ossen!i~!f\•, the :,~:,o::e. is tc •d elsy
the outward spread of the
driving signal 1n very m•.J~h the
s:,me fashicn !It tt'lt 10:.ind
pressure from my voice spread
across the membrane used in
the earlier experiment.
In practice it is important to
gently attenuate tbe current
and voltage down the delay
line to prevent reflections.
Remember that ea,lier. I had
mentioned that the acoustic
output of an ord inary
membrane would show 6dB8dB undulations ,n respcnse.
These are an exact analogue of
the delay-line parameters.
when the delay line is not term•
inated, So by electrical mea•
surement and calculation. the
d~ay line reflections can be
ehmineted and immediately:
the acoustic output variations
will disap,ear.
Obvioi.:sly. the succes! of all
this depends upon the unit
b ei ng acou stically transparent and this needs a little
qual itica1ion.
First.
the
membrane is situated between
the electrOdes experiencing an
equal force of attraction to
e11her electrode. In p,actice
this is not e,c_actly stable and
the membrane . will always
move to one or the other
electrode. To eliminate this.
tension has to be applied to the
membrane.· but this naturally
affects the performance. The
method used to detecmine the
changes involve looking 31 the
motional current of the
speaker.
The next drawing (Fr{/. 3)
shows a simple brid9e circuit.
If !he pc,lausing s;,1pply (E} is
switched off. the radiation
impedance becomes infinity
leaving just the ~tatic capa:ltance of the speaker in the
cireuii. Now the bridge can !:le
adjusted 10 give a null reading
in the meter. using the
balancing capacitor. U the
polarising voltage is now
restored. the bridge bocomes

unbalanced due to the
motional impedance of the
membrane and the meter
shOYt's the resultant current.
A graph produced bv this
method and showing the
pe rformance at
l ower
tequencies is given in Fig. 4.
The small variations at high
fteQu,ncies ~re due to the
ref!ec!ion of the spea►.er
output reverberating around
the room and being picked up
by the speaker again.
The
low
hequency
resonance is an instance of
where the speaker is not com•
pletely ,11coustically 1,ans•
pa,ent and the stiffness of the
membrane coupled 10 the
mass of the air load has some
effect. At high frequencies. the
speaker again departs from the
ideal model because the mass
of 1he diaphragm and that of
the air around the electrode
perforations produces a small
loss above 1OkHz.
By modifying the current
drive to the speaker in an
opposite direction. all these
faults can be cured. The results
are shown in Fig. 5 and is a
curve taken at two metres on
axis, The acoustic p~er
output ,s smooth up to about
l kHz and then ,educes down
by about 6d8 al 8kHz. This
i ndicates rhe effects of
increasing directivity at high
heQuencies.
So finally. what is new about
all this? Really. it is a lot of ol'd
ideas l itt,d together. Kellog in
1929 proposed the connec•
tion of a series of electtostatic
elemen1s by i nduC:tors as a
delay line. His idea was to
improve efficiency and reduce
the powe, requirement fro'm
amplifiers. Shorter of the BBC
took out a patent in 1941
describing the ,;onnection of a
series of annular rings using
resistors and Jansen. in 1953.
S:Jggested var1atrons on the
same theme.
In effect tllerefore. all I have
dcne is to co!lect an the-se
ideas and add a little work
which says that if you can make
the device 1cous1ically transparent. then the performance
can be predicted. Wo think. that
this is •1erv important since it
enables cotreetion to the
performance to be made wry
easily and after simple labora•
torv measurements.

Am,, Walker

Note from Quad
In die July iswc or P11A(11cA1. Ht-F1 our Chitf EnginC'C'f is quoctd aa
,:;a.)·ing 'thdJ thr IMF loud~oJu-rs Off domnrdimt'fflilfrr'. We 'A-ish it to
be ek.arl)·undemood that tbi:s remade: 1,1,·u baie'd oneJ1.pcricnce'Wi'lh11 par·
1kubr lo001,11takcr somt ye11," 110 and should not bcCOftSlnxdasapply•
in.a 1~ c.11rc-n.1 IMF prodfflfon models "''hich arc of comparable efficiel)()· to ochd hi,:h qw.lity lo!Mt•pc-~lr.cn :u'4 o( greattt dficic:n<w than
out O'A"ll C'k-ctrosu11ic loucbfie:llr.er.
It. J.
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